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Abstract—Today’s traditional, hierarchical, full-electronic
data centers are not able to guarantee quality of service (QoS) for
latency-sensitive applications nor carrier-grade multitenancy.
We propose Cloud Burst Optical-Slot Switching (CBOSS), an
intra-data center network architecture leveraging original optical
components and custom software-defined network (SDN) control
to enable traffic engineering. In particular, we demonstrate
network slicing on demand with sub-wavelength granularity and
deterministic per-flow QoS guarantees in a 3-top-of-rack (ToR)
Cloud-BOSS network prototype. We rely on a novel integrated
silicon photonics (SiP) wavelength dropper, a fast-tunable laser,
and custom SDN-based controller.

Index Terms—Optical slot switching network, data
center, latency, jitter, quality of service, bandwidth
guarantee, ring, slot dropper, tunable laser.

I. INTRODUCTION
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In today’s networks, due to the emergence of new missioncritical applications such as Cloud Radio Access Network [2],
cloud computing, microservices [3], or multi-tenant networks,
the need of Quality of Service (QoS)-sensitive data processing
and storage has become very important. Current data centers
rely mainly on electronic technologies, typically Ethernet
switches, where the racks of servers are equipped with a ToR
(Top of Rack) Ethernet switch and additional switches are
deployed to provide connectivity between ToRs [4]. This
multi-stage electronic switches introduce subsequent latency
(milliseconds scale) [4] and limit network load to typically
30% before packet losses occur, but also importantly make
latency variable. This complexifies data center operation, and
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leads to performance issues [4].
Current data center showing such unpredictable quality of
service in terms of latency and bandwidth, are simply not
future-proof. This calls out for revisiting intra- data center
networks from the perspective of QoS guarantees, which is the
context of our investigation. Within this timely scope, various
research efforts align with the same vision: a scalable flat
optical switching fabric providing efficient East-West
transparency [6] with system monitoring enabling network
automation and reactive optimization [7], and dynamic traffic
engineering [8][9]; but failed to deliver an end-to-end,
network-wide solution or implementation.
In this paper, we propose and demonstrate Cloud Burst
Optical Slot Switching (CBOSS) as a new intra-data center
network architecture, compliant with all the above features;
enabling network slicing on demand with sub-wavelength
granularity and deterministic QoS guarantee (latency and
bandwith). In its basic form, a CBOSS network is a
wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) time slotted ring
(Fig. 2), where client data is carried in a slot format, and
control plane is separated from data plane to increase energy
efficiency [10]. The per-flow QoS guarantees, slicing, and
capacity on demand are enabled by slot reservation.
The presented CBOSS network targets cost-constrained
environments. It relies on 1) a novel simple highly integrated
monolithic silicon photonics wavelength dropper acting as a
1x2 wavelength selective switch to separate transit and drop
wavelengths at each node, 2) an inexpensive intensitymodulation/direct-detection (IM/DD) technology for data
emission and reception, and 3) a fast-tunable laser at TX, and
on fixed-color RX. Note that this node architecture
simplification comes at the expense of spectral efficiency
compared to more complex slot switching architectures [11].
In this paper, the presented CBOSS architecture is a ring
topology, but several rings may also be interconnected in torus
topology for improved resilience, scale, and ease of upgrade
(Fig. 3).
In the following, we present CBOSS ring and node
architecture in Section II, in Section III we describe the
software-defined network (SDN)-based control plane, and in
Section IV we demonstrate the QoS guarantee and network
slicing features in a 3-ToR CBOSS testbed. Finally, in
Section V we give the main conclusion and future work.

II. CBOSS RING AND NODE DESCRIPTION
In a CBOSS network, data coming from servers or ToRs is
first put in queues classified per destination than encapsulated
into optical data slots, in turn distributed across time and
wavelength ( ) with a granularity down to few µs and 100
GHz, respectively (Fig. 2). The headers of all synchronous
data slots within a time slot are sent on a separate,
synchronous control channel. To account for the processing
time of the control channel at each CBOSS node, the data
channels are delayed via a fiber delay line (FDL in Fig. 4) as
needed to keep the synchronicity. Thanks to the separation of
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Fig. 4. CBOSS node architecture.

data and control channels, data slots can transit transparently,
without opto-electronic conversion, through intermediate
nodes, resulting in significant savings in cabling and power
consumption with respect to Ethernet solutions [10]. The
decision on the time slot and wavelength where data slots are
received/inserted is performed according to the control
channel information. The control channel can be updated
independently by each node in case of opportunistic use of
slots or/and by a centralized SDN controller in case of fully
scheduled use of slots.
The CBOSS node, depicted in Fig. 4, can serve as one ToR
interconnecting servers ensuring a server to server per-flow
QoS. The other option, is to keep the first Ethernet switching
layer, and deploy the CBOSS ring on top of it, by connecting
the Ethernet ToR switches to CBOSS nodes. This option
would minimize the number of client interfaces on the CBOSS
node but limits the QoS guarantee at the Ethernet ToR switch
level. In both cases, all CBOSS nodes inside the data center
have the same hierarchical level, which brings the data center
network the suitable flatness to avoid accumulated latency and
jitter.
In the following subsections, we describe the key elements
of a CBOSS node.
A. CBOSS node architecture
As described in Fig. 4, upon detection, data channel and
control channel are processed in real time by an FPGA, whose
SerDes interface performs initial clock and data recovery. The
received slots are first decapsulated, i.e., the Ethernet frames
within the optical slot is retrieved and sent – when ready – to
the 10GE MAC layer interface. The reverse process is used for
traffic insertion. During control channel processing, insertion
decision is made by comparing the schedule and the current
slot index provided by the control channel within a predefined window (a series of consecutive slots). A scheduling
look-up table (LUT) is used to indicates which slots can be
used on which wavelength. Scheduling LUT is calculated and
distributed by our SDN-based controller (see Section III),
which receives the different flow requests from a data center
network orchestrator [12].
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B. Transmitter
For transmission, a Fast-Tunable Laser (FTL) [13] with
wavelength switching in the order of tens to few hundreds of
nanoseconds is used. The switching decision, performed by
the FPGA, depends on the scheduling information distributed
through the control channel. If the slot is not reserved, and
several queues are eligible to be served, a Round Robin load
balancing policy is than applied. This policy can be combined
with a fairness algorithm to ensure an equitable share of the
non-reserved bandwidth among all CBOSS nodes. As an
alternative to the FTL, a selectable source built with a fixedlasers array combined with SOAs can be used to emulate a
fast-tunable function.
C. Receiver
The incoming optical signal to the CBOSS node, goes through
an O/C-band splitter that separates the control channel (Oband) from the data channel (C-band). A slot dropper (see
Subsection II.D) is used as a wavelength dropper to drop the
data channel wavelength intended to the node and allows the
rest of the optical signal to continue transparently through the
CBOSS ring.
The dropped data signal is then received by a fixed bust mode
receiver and sent to the FPGA that retrieves the information
and performs the reassembly of the user frame to send it to the
client.
D. Slot dropper
We previously proposed in [11] a Slot Blocker (Fig. 5) that
can block any wavelength at any time. The incoming optical
signal went through a demultiplexer first, then optical gates
were used to block selected wavelengths on demand. Finally,
the wavelengths were multiplexed again. One issue with such
structures is that the signals crossing the wavelength
multiplexers/demultiplexers from different nodes will sustain
strong penalties due to the accumulation of filters

Fig. 8. Dual polarization slot dropper.

(mux/demux); hence a relatively small number of nodes may
be cascaded, which limits the size of the network [14].
In this paper, we introduce a Slot Dropper, depicted in
Fig. 6, where the incoming optical signal entering the
structure, is separated into two distinct output signals on two
different ports. Each port has a different subset of the input
wavelengths, and those two outputs, if combined, would form
exactly the input signal (Fig. 7). The dropped wavelengths can
be reconfigured very quickly (~ten of ns or less), thereby
enabling optical slots of ~1µs duration. Using short slots
enables to filling them fast, leading to reduce the overall
latency.
Compared with the slot blocker, the slot dropper removes the
cascadability issue, as the filtering function is flat except for
the blocked (dropped) wavelengths). Note that a functional
alternative to the slot dropper can be a slow reconfigurable
Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS). But in addition of a slow
reconfigurability, the WSS also presenting filtering effect
issues.
Over standard fibers, light propagates over 2 polarizations (TE
and TM). Because silicon photonics can transmit data on one
polarization only, any control must be applied twice to the
chip, once for each polarization. This, in addition to the
polarization dependent loss (PDL) that can be introduced if
any difference in fabrication between the parts of the chip
handling each polarization independently. When many chips
are cascaded PDL accumulates, resulting in impairments that
limit the reach of the signal. To avoid the above issues, we
propose an implementation of the Slot Dropper combining
both polarization diversity scheme and the reflection scheme.
In
Fig. 8, light modulated on both TE and TM comes from a
circulator and enters the chip. A polarization demux separates
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the TE and TM polarizations and transforms the TM signal
into a TE signal. Observe that each subcomponent in
Fig. 8 is crossed twice by the signals, in opposite directions –
one direction for TE and the other for TM. Signals on each
polarization are then recombined by the polarization
multiplexer, exit the chip and are directed to the output port of
a recirculator. In this approach, since both TE and TM go
through the same components, there is – by construction – no
PDL nor filter misalignment.

III. CONTROL PLANE DESCRIPTION
CBOSS is able to ensure per-flow quality of service while
optimizing network resources use in terms of wavelength and
transponders. The ability to satisfy users’ requirements is done
through the reservation of a portion of the channel capacity to
each flow by means of a schedule. In CBOSS, with fixed-Rx
and tunable Tx configuration, a channel is one or several
wavelengths associated to a single destination. The utilization
of all channels is arbitrated in the time domain through
appropriate scheduling. The schedule determines the
wavelength of emission of each node at each time slot by
driving each node’s Fast Tunable Lasers.
Beyond just reserving throughput in the network, CBOSS
aims to provide a highly reconfigurable and flexible schedule
that allows to adapt to request requirements and dynamicity
while keeping a fair resource sharing in the network. For these
reasons, we propose a centralized SDN based approach for
CBOSS control plane (Fig. 9).
A. NetUnix-based CBOSS control plane
CBOSS network controller named NetUNIX [15] is based on
the three Software Defined Networking (SDN) principles [16]:

1) decoupling of traffic forwarding and processing from
control,
2) logically
centralized
control,
and
3) programmability of network services. NetUNIX controller
is a logically centralized network control architecture enabling
to execute CBOSS control functions to control CBOSS
network resources. NetUNIX offers a platform to control a
programmable and dynamic network through the SDN
applications.
In CBOSS, the schedule is computed by an SDN application
named “scheduling application”. The scheduling application
computes the wavelength of emission of each CBOSS node at
each time slot (see III.C). The capacity is assigned to each
source-to-destination data flow by means of an adjustable
periodic time-slot utilization. In this paper, for the sake of
demonstration, the Scheduling application is based on a trivial
algorithm.
B. Communication with SDN agent
After the execution of the Scheduling application, the SDN
controller sends the optical extended OpenFlow messages to
the corresponding OpenFlow agents. The developed
OpenFlow agent integrates the “FPGA driver” of the BOSS
node relays and translates the information from the SDN
controller to the one selected CBOSS node, called master
node. In turn, the master node distributes the SDN controller
instructions to the other ring nodes.
The master node contains two banks of registers: one
dedicated to the control of the network that can be written by
the OpenFlow agent and one dedicated to the monitoring that
can be read by the agent. The communication between the
SDN agent and the master node is carried out by an USB link
with a simple protocol. When information must be sent to the
network, the SDN controller sends the FPGA register address
that it attempts to write and then the contents of the register.
The communication between the OpenFlow agent and the
CBOSS node is carried out by a serial link with a dedicated
OpenFlow protocol. When some information must be sent to
the network, the SDN controller sends the address that it
attempts to write and then the content of the register. Once the
control information is received by the master node, the
schedule is transmitted to all other nodes using the control
channel. When the schedule is received by a node, the Tx
assignment per time slot is configured to implement physically
the desired transmission program.
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C. Scheduler Application
To compute the schedule, in this paper a simple algorithm is
used. The considered inputs of the algorithm are:
- the per service request: bandwidth, source, destination,
priority jitter and latency requirements.
- The CBOSS resources: capacity of each transmitter and
receiver, slot duration/size and the periodicity of repetition of
slots called window size.
The algorithm computes the needed slots to be reserved by
comparing the requested bandwidth, the channel capacity and
the window size. The algorithm starts with highest priority
requests and bandwidth is attributed as long as there is enough
capacity to satisfy the lowest priority demands. Otherwise the
request is discarded and the SDN controller informs the source
request about the demand rejection.
The position of reserved slots within the window depends
uniquely on the availability of slots in the schedule. A simple
first fit policy is applied. This could be restrictive to serve
certain types of traffic; an improvement of this scheduling
algorithm is ongoing.
The output of the scheduling algorithm is a matrix containing
the schedules of all the transmitters in the network.
Fig. 11 shows an example of a schedule where, over a window
of 10 slots (from s1ot s10), the first 5 slots are assigned to one
destination (wavelength 1) and the 5 last slots are assigned to
second destination (wavelength 2). To make the effect of
scheduling visible, the power on the wavelength 2 has been
attenuated.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
A. CBOSS ring testbed
Fig. 10 shows the experimental setup: a CBOSS ring

Beam dump
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Fig. 11. Slot dropper implementation.

network consisting of 3 full-functional nodes – i.e., Master,
Slave #1, and Slave #2. The ring is controlled with NetUnix,
and the orchestrator is emulated with a smartphone
application. After going through an O/C-band splitter, one
wavelength is dropped at each node (at 1549, 1549.8, and
1550.6 nm for M, S1, and S2, respectively.) At node M,
wavelength-dropping is done with the slot dropper described
in Subsection II.D, while S1 and S2 are equipped with
standard wavelength selective switches.
B. CBOSS node
In this setup (
Fig. 12), the FPGA module consists of a Xilinx Kintex
UltraScale KCU105 Evaluation Kit [17] that provides the
required resources to control the node and is suited for
managing data rates at 10 Gb/s. The board allows to
implement high speed transceivers (called GTH) to connect
SFP+ modules used for the control channel and high-speed
serial outputs that feed the external modulator used for the
CBOSS data path. Xilinx Vivado Design Suite was used to
program, synthetize, implement and analyze the designs of the
FPGA boards.
C. CBOSS Transmitter
The data channel transmitter is implemented using discrete
elements: either a Fast-Tunable Laser or a selectable source to
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Fig. 15. Crosstalk analysis on a 5Gb/s Slave#1 → Slave#2 flow, where the
Silicon Photonics slot dropper at the intermediate Master node is switched
ON/OFF.

D. Slot dropper
Our novel ultra-compact slot dropper chip (1.5×0.6 mm2, see
Fig. 15) based on coupled resonator waveguides with 2 ring
resonators each. A slot dropper can drop 0-to-6 ~100 GHz
spaced channels simultaneously within 12-nm free spectral
range, while the remaining spectrum flows transparently to the
transit port. Compared to the slot blocker [11], our slot
dropper is ~12× more compact and inflicts no accumulated
filter degradation on the transit signal; ideally enabling infinite
cascadability (not accounting for degradations due to
amplification required to compensate for the component
losses) [11]. For this first slot dropper prototype, fiber-to-fiber
losses of ~30dB and insufficient suppression ratio at drop port
require pre/post-amplification and further filtering before RX.

flow for a diversity of capacity requests (2, 5, 8, 10 Gb/s).
Implementation-wise, data channels are physically modulated
at 13.5 Gb/s to compensate for the 8b/10b coding overhead
and the ~100-ns gap “absorbing” the wavelength-switching
transients in-between 1.32-µs long slots, yielding
10Gb/s/wavelength available net capacity. We use a cyclic
scheduling window of 10 slots, permitting direct mapping
between number of utilized slots and bitrate: one slot
reservation corresponds to a guaranteed capacity of 1 Gb/s.
Fig.
16
compiles
the
obtained
results,
where
Master → Slave#2 (solid) and Slave#1 → Slave#2 (dashed)
measure FLR for HP and LP flows, respectively. In the
example where the HP demand is 2 Gb/s and LP demand is
8 Gb/s, we allocate 2 slots for HP and 8 for LP (selecting a
load request of 20%) within the 10-slot window. This yields
0% FLR for both flows. If then M increases its HP demand to
5 Gb/s, then 5 slots are needed to continue to guarantee correct
service; which raises the FLR of the LP flow to ~40%, and
thus limits LP rates to at most 5 Gb/s if 0% FLR is targeted.
Therefore, QoS can be guaranteed (0% FLR) if the aggregate
rate (HP+LP) does not exceed the maximum rate supported at
the physical layer (10 Gb/s in our experiment). That is, the
coexistence of multiple flows on the same wavelength does
not either unbalance the FLR performance or penalize the
maximum aggregate rate, proving the ability of CBOSS to
support network slicing through slot reservation (a reservation
of one or several slots within the window corresponding to
one network slice.) Following identical reasoning for other
combination of parameters, Fig. 16 provides guidelines for our
scenario to ensure that selected flows meet a target FLR via
priority-aware adjustment of the slot-reservation ratio to the
capacity needs.

E. Network level performance evaluation
To show CBOSS ability to slice the network and guarantee
QoS, we consider the following generic scenario of 2
competing flows with different priorities: M connects to a
processing rack (S2) to analyze data from a high priority (HP)
application (secure and guaranteed connectivity), while S1
requires low priority (LP) data compression from S2. To do
so, we measure the frame loss rate (FLR) experienced by each

The last test evaluates the slot dropper performance,
namely, the crosstalk due to incomplete suppression of the
dropped wavelength at transit port. We establish a 5 Gb/s flow
from S2 to S1, with S1 RX detecting from 1548-1551 nm; and
we set the slot dropper at M in either DropOFF or ON (see
Fig. 15) –either drop M’s wavelength or let all pass. Fig. 3b
shows FLR vs. number of reserved slots for the S2-S1 flow,

insert the appropriate wavelength. In this set up the TX
comprises a commodity 10Gb/s driver, a Mach-Zehnder
modulator, and an SOA-gated ns-time wavelength-tuning light
source. This source is based on a commercially available MGY laser driven by an in-house electronic board enabling down
to ~100 ns switching time in steps of 50 GHz across the entire
C-band.
Fig. 14 shows
a snapshot of the TX switching time, as well as

its switching response for a 1-to-9 slot-reservation scheme.
For client data generation and analysis, we use a Spirent
SmartBit6000 network performance analyzer (1500 bytes
Ethernet frames + 4 bytes CRC, up to 10 Gb/s). The snapshot
(on right side) shows a fast TX switching time between
wavelength 1 and wavelength 2 of 105 ns. On the left-hand
side, the snapshot shows, that indeed after the first slot (of
1.32 µs, including gap time) the TX switches to a second
wavelength for the next 9 slots.
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where the ideal no-crosstalk case is shown as reference. We
measure <1% FLR penalty, confirming the silicon photonics
chip’s functional compliance.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the CBOSS intra data center network.
relying on custom SDN control, novel silicon photonics
wavelength dropper, and ns-time switching lasers. We
showed, in a 3-Top of Rack-CBOSS experimental testbed that
QoS can be guaranteed (0% Frame Loss Rate) if the aggregate
rate (Hight Priority traffic + Low Priority traffic) does not
exceed the maximum rate supported at the physical layer.
Moreover, we showed that multiple flows on the same
wavelength can coexist without impact on the Frame Loss
Rate performance or the maximum aggregate rate. We, then,
successfully proved the ability of CBOSS to support two
indispensable data center features: network sliceability and the
ability to guarantee QoS on-demand. The CBOSS data center
architecture meets the stringent requirements imposed by nextgeneration cloud services. In future work, we aim to propose a
more complex scheduling algorithm that allows not only to
guarantee the bandwidth and latency, but also to minimize the
latency and its variation. This new scheduling scheme will be
assessed using real time traffic on our CBOSS test bad.
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